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Preferred name for the new-model world urban parks organisation 
 
Introduction 
 
This paper provides supporting information for Ifpra members voting on-line on with their preferred 

name for the new-model world urban parks organisation.  

Background 

The Ifpra name has had a proud history since 1969 and as Ifpa prior to that back to the formation of 
the organisation in 1957. For many long-serving members there are fond memories and the name 
has a certain gravitas.  
 
However the WUPO Task recommends that the new organisation has a new name. While the new 
organisation is clearly the ‘new Ifpra’ a new name would allow Ifpra, IUPGSA and the broader parks 
and recreation community to feel joint ownership and new possibilities without any baggage (not 
unlike the League of Nations becoming the United Nations). 
 
 The name Ifpra has some weaknesses. International does not translate so readily in some languages 
as World.  While Ifpra is easily pronounced, people don’t always know what the acronym stands for  
- Administration is not well understood and refers primarily to government agencies, rather than a 
more inclusive membership. Finally Ifpra represents all Parks and Recreation which positions it in 
competition with other world organisations, such as IUCN and WLO. 
 

World Urban Parks 

 
The Task Force and Ifpra World Executive recommends the ‘new Ifpra’ be named World Urban Parks. 
 
The intent is to provide a short, contemporary  and easy to remember name that requires no 
acronym and makes the urban positioning clear. This positioning indicates the new organisation’s 
complimentary relationship to sister world organisations. 
 
A weakness of the short name is that it does not indicate the organisation champions urban parks, 
open space and recreation as stated in the draft constitution and that may need to be indicated in a 
by-line. 
 

Recommendation 

 
That the new-model world urban parks organisation be named World Urban Parks 
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